LOU REED X10i
Signature Audio Edition

We’ve teamed up with the legendary singer/songwriter/
musical novelist to bring you the Signature Audio Edition Lou
Reed X10i. With aesthetics chosen by the mastermind himself,
the Apple-compatible Lou Reed X10i comes with a 3-button
remote for controlling calls and music, a 360-degree mic for
perfectly intelligible calls and durable cables that can hang with
the most active listener.
SUPERIOR DESIGN
The X10i positions its in-line microphone and remote at the yoke
to create a more natural feel when answering calls and controlling music. Because the microphone is a highly intelligible 360°
design, you don’t have to talk down into it or hold it close to your
mouth. The microphone also features echo cancellation, which
keeps it from picking up surrounding noise.
LUXURIOUS COMFORT
Unlike traditional, circular-shaped ear tips that put stress on the
pressure points inside your ear, the X10i utilizes patented oval
ear tips that naturally fit the shape of your ear canals, making
them extremely comfortable and virtually impossible to feel.
Additionally, these exclusive ear tips produce a perfect acoustic
seal, which minimizes outside noise so you can enjoy your music
at lower, safer volumes.

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

I M A G E X10 I

Sensitivity

110dB

Nominal Impedance

50 ohms @ 1kHz

Drive Components

Full Range KG 926

Woofer

Tuned bass reflex woofer system

Crossover Frequency

N/A

Enclosure Material

Aluminum body; 50" vinyl cable

Input Connections

3.5mm

Noise Isolation

-26 (dB)

Dimensions

Packaging: 7.25" H x 5" W x 3.5" D

Weight

0.353 oz., 10 grams

Accessories

Five pairs of different-sized ear tips
Premium carrying pouch
Airplane and ¼" adaptors
Ear tip cleaning tool

Finish

Anodized copper with purple accents

Built From

2011

MAGNIFICENT SOUND
Inside each ear piece, which is made of machined aluminum and
finished in anodized copper, you’ll find an exclusive full-range
armature micro-speaker with a tuned bass-reflex system that
delivers lifelike dynamics, sonic clarity and booming bass.
COMPATIBILITY*
While the Image X10i serves as a pair of premium headphones
for any device with a 3.5 mm headphone jack, its mic and
remote system handles the music and/or voice control of
compatible Apple products. See Klipsch.com for current list.
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